Atlas Group Partners with Morphis Inc. for Cash-in-Transit and Cash Vault Processing Services

Cota, Cudinamarca, Colombia, October 8, 2019 — Atlas Transvalores, S.A. has partnered with Dallas, Texas-based Morphis Inc. to provide cash-in-transit logistics operations, full-service cash order and processing services, and first/single line maintenance services for their automated teller machines.

The collaboration between Atlas and Morphis has provided more comprehensive and efficient service for Atlas’ customers which include commercial bank customers, retail customers, and ATM users. The rigorous data collection and reporting features built into the Morphis software suite ensures that Atlas is able to meet the reporting requirements of the commercial market and the government of Colombia. It ensures consistency with their corporate principles of transparency, ethics, and social responsibility.

Atlas maintains cash inventories on behalf of the Colombian banking industry, which requires them to maintain high-level security in data processing and operational environments. Morphis Inc.’s long history and unimpeachable track record in the industry made them an obvious choice for a partnership. Morphis meets Atlas’ requirements while providing efficient, state-of-the-art solutions for keeping Colombia’s ATMs up and running, fully stocked with cash, and safe from external threats.

About Atlas Transvalores, S.A.

Atlas has been in the private security business for more than 43 years, providing a wide range of business, legal, and financial services to provide comprehensive security and risk management to their client base in Colombia. The services provided by Atlas include integrated payments and collections, security consultation, alarm system monitoring, transportation, investigations, information security, and business continuity.

A significant part of their portfolio includes the leasing and protection of ATMs, for which Morphis has been their premier service provider since 2011. With over 12 branch locations in Colombia running multiple shift operations, Atlas is the largest user of Morphis’ cash-in-transit services.

The ongoing relationship between Atlas and Morphis will soon provide additional services to the supply chain industry that will manage smartsafes and forecasting the need for branch cash in the currency supply chain.

About Morphis Inc.

Morphis was founded in 1999 and has become the world’s leading supplier of payment systems and currency supply chain management software. Central banks, depository institutions, card issuers, armored carrier companies, and many other companies in the consumer financial services sector use Morphis products daily.

By utilizing proprietary technology, Morphis is able to provide cutting edge, on-demand analytics and fulfillment logistics, delivering efficient, robust solutions for enterprise cash management. Their software suite includes a customer relationship management platform; applications for cash forecasting, logistics optimization, and financial reporting; and tools for managing assets, vendors, contracts, and service tickets. Their customers have a choice of on-site licensing or SaaS licensing, ideal for larger clients, and web-based applications for small businesses.

To learn more about Morphis and the services they offer for cash-in-transit and similar businesses, visit them on the web at www.morphisinc.com, or contact Debra Miller, Executive Vice President of Sales and Product Management, at (850) 602-1681, or via email at dmillerr@morphisinc.com.